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1. Introduction 
This report focuses on the investment activities of 
Central Park Global Balanced Fund (the Fund) during the 
period ended 30 September 2009. It should be read in 
conjunction with the monthly Fund Summaries and 
Intermezzo, Maestro’s investment letter, which is sent to 
all shareholders and can be accessed on Maestro’s 
website at www.maestroinvestment.co.za. It should also 
been read in conjunction with Maestro’s “Market 
Commentary – September 2009” document, which 
summarizes the salient features of the market during the 
quarter.  
 
The Fund is managed, at least conceptually, in two parts. 
The core component is home to the Fund’s long-term 
investments, including its direct equity, bond and 
alternative investments. The satellite component is used 
to take short-term views on the market and is the area in 
which hedging activity is implemented. The reason for 
running the portfolio in this fashion is to capitalise on the 
short-term volatility expected to characterise global 
investment markets for the foreseeable future. The Fund 
is (conceptually) split 80:20 in favour of the core 
portfolio. At the end of September 2009 the core 
portfolio represented 81.6% of the Fund from 80.2% in 
June while the satellite portfolio represented 18.4%. 
 

2. The investment position of the Fund 
The Fund’s asset allocation at 30 September is shown in 
Chart 1. Total equity exposure i.e. equity exposure in the 
core and satellite components represented 39.2% of the 
Fund versus 27.9% in June. Cash represented 30.0%   
(38.2% in June) at the end of September while bonds and 
alternative investments comprised 18.9% (17.0%) and 
12.2% (16.9%) respectively. The sharp decline in the 
alternative exposure came about due to two funds 
returning investors’ capital. The Fund’s net asset value at 
the end of September was $13.8m versus $11.6m in June.  
 

Chart 1: Asset allocation at 30 September 2009  

 
 

Chart 2 depicts the Fund’s currency allocation. Dollar 
exposure declined from 72.0% in June to 69.3% in 
September. The rand exposure arising out of the 
investment into the South African equity market is 
included in the dollar exposure due to the fact that it is 
permanently hedged against the dollar. 
 

Chart 2: Currency allocation at 30 September 2009  
 

   
3. The largest equity holdings 

The Fund’s largest holdings at 30 September, expressed 
as a percentage of the total Fund, are listed below.  

 

TriAlpha Global Bond Fund    13.8% 
Maestro Equity Fund    10.1% 
Porton Capital Tech Fund Series A     3.6% 
Aurum Asia Pacific Fund      3.2% 
Odyssey Alt. Strategies Fund     3.2% 
iShares FTSE Xinhua 25 Fund        2.9% 
BHP Billiton plc       2.7% 
Bristol International Fund      2.1% 
Investec plc                     1.9% 
Rolls Royce plc       1.9% 
Total                     45.4% 
 

During the quarter the holdings in Investec and Rolls 
Royce displaced the European Masters and HFCM Fixed 
Income Plus Funds in the Fund’s ten largest holdings. 
Both these funds are in the process of closing and 
repaying capital to investors.  
 

Chart 3: Largest equity holdings at 30 Sept 2009 
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Excluding the mutual and exchange traded funds in which 
Central Park is invested the largest direct equity investments 
are listed in Chart 3, expressed as a percentage of the core 
equity component of the Fund. At quarter-end there were 23 
direct holdings in the core equity portfolio, four more than at 
the end of June. The core equity portfolio represented 29.1% 
of the total Fund versus 20.1% in June.  

 
4. Recent activity on the portfolio 

The Fund’s investment objective is to achieve long-term 
growth through the assumption of moderate risk. It is 
against this objective that the activity and performance of 
the Fund should be assessed. The Fund measures itself 
against a benchmark of a 40% equity weighting (the 
MSCI World index is used as proxy for global equity 
markets) and a 20% weighting each to bonds (Barclays 
Aggregate US Bond index), alternative investments 
(Credit Suisse Tremont Hedge index) and cash (3-month 
US Treasury Bills). This benchmark has consistently 
delivered better returns than the average fund in the 
Lipper’s global mixed asset (balanced fund) sector. The 
benchmark is thus a demanding one; this should be borne 
in mind when evaluating Central Park’s performance. 
 
The Fund’s investment portfolio is kept stable over time 
and there is little portfolio turnover to speak of. Short-
term trading constitutes only a small portion of the 
activity at any given point in time. Investments in the 
core portfolio are made with a view to them increasing 
substantially in value over time. In the case of equity 
investments specific attention is devoted to companies 
with a propensity to increase their dividends.  
 
During the quarter a conscious decision was taken to 
increase the Fund’s equity exposure. Consequently, the 
existing investments in Caterpillar, Expeditors 
International, Investec, Rolls Royce and the Maestro 
Equity Fund were increased. The investment in the 
Chinese exchange traded fund (ETF), iShares FTSE 
Xinhua 25 Fund (whose code is FXI for those who wish 
to follow it), was increased as was the investment in the 
emerging market bond ETF, iShares MSCI Emerging 
Markets Bond Index Fund (EMB). The rights issue in 
Wienerberger was followed and new holdings were 
established in Google, Petrobras (the Brazilian national 
oil giant) and an Emerging markets ETF, iShares MSCI 
Emerging markets Fund (EEM).  
 

5. The performance of the Fund 
Chart 4 depicts the quarterly returns of the Fund and the 
relevant benchmarks. The un-annualised return of the 
Fund during the September quarter was 5.3% compared 
to the benchmark return of 8.9%. The quarterly return of 
the Lipper Global Mixed Asset sector (shown in the 
charts as “Sector average”) was 9.6%. There were two 
main reasons for the Fund’s underperformance during the 

quarter: firstly the Fund retained a cautious attitude 
towards the rampant equity markets by retaining a 
relatively light equity exposure and secondly, the hedge 
over the bulk of the Fund’s equity component was 
retained during the quarter. With the benefit of hindsight 
we were too conservative in our management of the Fund 
during the quarter. However, it is worth noting that this 
caution enabled the Fund to outperform its benchmark 
and the average sector during the second half of last year. 
 
The bond component, the bulk of which comprises the 
TriAlpha International Bond Fund, rose 4.1% versus the 
3.0% rise in the Barclays Capital (Barcap) Aggregate US 
Bond index. The alternative investment component rose 
4.5% versus the 7.3% rise in the Credit Suisse Tremont 
Hedge index. The quarterly returns of the alternative 
funds in which Central park is invested are reflected 
below. 
 

Aurum Asia Pacific Fund         0.8% 
Bristol International Fund       11.7% 
Odyssey Alternative Strategies Fund       7.3%  

 

Chart 4: Quarterly returns to 30 September 2009 

 
 

The quarterly return of the core equity portfolio was 
26.0% versus the 16.9% gain in the MSCI World index. 
Remember that the June quarterly return was 28.4%, 
showing just how sharply the equity market has risen 
over this period. This quarterly return excludes the effect 
of the hedging activities and also excludes the returns of 
the Maestro Equity Fund investment. The top quarterly 
performers included Raiffeisen International which rose 
80.0%, Alpha Bank 62.6%, Wienerberger 62.5%, Erste 
Bank 59.0% and Caterpillar 55.4%. Despite these huge 
quarterly gains, it is worth noting that these shares rose 
16.7%, 55.7%, 47.6%, 52.2% and 18.2% respectively 
during the June quarter - testimony again to how 
dramatic, almost wild, the recent equity market rally has 
been. Exxon Mobil was the only share that declined 
during the quarter; it fell 1.9%. 
 
 
The Maestro Equity Fund represents the Fund’s 
exposure to the South African equity market. This 
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investment produced a return of 14.5% in rand terms 
versus the JSE All Share index rand return of 13.9%. The 
rand exposure created by this investment is hedged into 
dollars; the Fund’s dollar return is thus the same as the 
rand return of the Maestro Equity Fund. 
 
The equity and currency hedges, excluding the returns 
from hedging the Fund’s rand exposure, reduced the 
Fund’s total return by 2.2% during the quarter i.e. the 
Fund’s total September quarterly return would have been 
7.5% versus its actual 5.3% had it not been for the hedge. 
It reduced the Fund’s total return by 2.7% during the 
June quarter but contributed 2.1% to the return in the 
March quarter and 6.9% during the December 2008 
quarter.  
 

Chart 5: Year-to-date returns to 30 September 2009 

 
 

The Fund’s year-to-date returns are shown in Chart 5. 
The return of Central Park during the nine months to 
30 September 2009 was 9.6% versus the benchmark 
return of 13.5% and the Lipper Global Mixed Asset 
sector average of 20.2% - the average fund clearly has 
more equity exposure than either Central Park or our 
benchmark, which has a 40% equity weighting. The 
return of the bond component was 4.9% versus the 
Barcap Aggregate US Bond index return of 4.4%. The 
alternative investment component rose 10.1% during the 
nine months versus the 15.0% rise in the Credit Suisse 
Tremont Hedge index. The year-to-date returns of the 
funds in which Central Park was invested for the full 
period (Central Park never held the Aurum Asia Pacific 
Fund for the full nine months), are reflected below. 
Although both returns are higher than the ones recorded 
in Chart 5, remember that the alternative return of 10.1% 
includes funds that are in the process of being closed, and 
whose returns were lower than the remaining two funds. 
 

Bristol International Fund       19.1% 
Odyssey Alternative Strategies Fund      15.5%  

 
 
The return of the core equity portfolio was 38.6% 
versus the 22.5% rise in the MSCI World index. The SA 
equity component, represented by the Maestro Equity 

Fund, rose 23.5% in rand terms (and dollar terms due to 
the currency hedge in place) versus the 18.5% rise in the 
JSE All Share index.  
 
During the nine months to 30 September 2009 the equity 
and currency hedges, excluding the hedging of the rand 
exposure, reduced the Fund’s total return by 2.8%. 
What is not evident from this return is the protection the 
hedge provided the Fund. Had equity markets declined 
sharply during the second and third quarters rather than 
having risen 50.1% between February and September the 
returns from this hedge would have been materially 
larger and the return for Central Park, relative to its 
benchmark and the sector average, would have been 
much better.  
 

Chart 6: Annual returns to 30 September 2009 

 
 

The Fund’s annual returns are shown in Chart 6. The 
return of Central Park for the year to 30 September 
2009 was 5.1% versus the benchmark return of 2.3% and 
the Lipper Global Mixed Asset sector average of 1.3%. 
The annual returns for the preceding five quarters were 
negative, so the return to positive annual returns comes 
as a welcome relief!  The return of the bond component 
was 11.3% versus the Barcap Aggregate US Bond index 
return of 10.6%. The alternative investment component 
declined 6.0% during the year versus the 3.2% rise in the 
Credit Suisse Tremont Hedge index. The annual returns 
of the funds in which Central Park was invested for the 
full period and which did not initiate a process of 
winding down, are reflected below: 
 

Bristol International Fund       -8.8% 
Odyssey Alternative Strategies Fund       2.3%  

 
The annual return of the equity portion of the core 
portfolio was 1.3%, a huge turnaround from the annual 
return to June of -41.3% and testimony of how vicious 
the market’s movements have been. The MSCI World 
index declined 4.7% in the year to September. In the past 
year the equity investments that produced the worst 
returns were Arcelor Mittal down 27.3%, Wienerberger 
26.1%, National Bank of Greece 17.4%, Caterpillar 
13.9% and Alpha Bank 13.3%. The best annual returns in 
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the equity portfolio were those of Investec, which rose 
51.5%, Rolls Royce 39.9%, SAB Miller 39.0%, BHP 
Billiton 35.7% and BP 19.2%. 
 
The SA equity component, represented by the Maestro 
Equity Fund, rose 4.2% in rand and dollar terms versus 
the 7.7% increase in the JSE All Share index.  
 
The equity and currency hedges, excluding the hedging 
of the rand exposure, added 3.9% to the Fund’s total 
return for the year ended 30 September 2009 i.e. had we 
not put the equity hedge in place the Fund’s annual 
return would have been 1.2% and not the actual 5.1%.  
 
This is be an appropriate time to reflect of the Fund’s 
returns so far this year. On the basis of the returns listed 
in Charts 5 and 6, it is clear that we have been too 
conservative in our management of the Fund. By way of 
example, the Fund’s six month returns to March and 
September 2009, effectively the first and second halves 
of the year to end-September, were -5.2% and 10.9% 
respectively, although the relative damage occurred in 
the second half when the returns were all positive. The 
Fund outperformed its benchmark by 9.5% in the first six 
month period in the year to end-September, when its 
absolute quarterly returns were all negative, but it lagged 
its benchmark by 9.0% in the second six month period, 
when the quarterly returns were all positive.  
 
Our conservatism has been manifest in two ways; firstly 
we should have committed more cash to the market. At 
the time, specifically during the last quarter of 2009 and 
the first quarter of 2009, such a decision would have 
been very unpopular and seemingly very risky. Such is 
the nature of investment markets, which continue to 
display unpredictable movements in the face of 
unprecedented fiscal and monetary stimulus, the true 
costs and effects of which have yet to become manifest. 
With the benefit of hindsight we should have deployed 
the cash into the equity market – around mid-March 
would have been the perfect time, as the MSCI World 
index has risen more than 50.0% since then.  
 
The other aspect which inhibited the Fund’s returns – not 
that they are too shabby in absolute terms – is the fact 
that the quality of the portfolio was too high. This might 
sound counter-intuitive but when markets recover 
sharply the companies that are more operationally and 
financially geared to an upturn often perform better than 
companies that are more conservatively run. As we say 
in the office “even turkeys fly in a hurricane”. Make no 
mistake; we are in the midst of a hurricane-type 
recovery. This aspect of our management of the Fund 
begs a couple of questions you may like to answer for 
yourself. These include: are we prepared to take shorter-
term views and compromise the Fund’s quality for the 

sake of a few extra percentage point returns; what would 
have happened if we reduced the quality and it turned out 
to be the wrong stance to have adopted; would we (or 
you for that matter) have slept that well at night knowing 
that the future returns of the Fund were dependent more 
on market sentiment and less on the quality of 
management of the underlying investments? These are 
some of the issues we have grappled with in recent 
months. Our actions have been guided by our answers to 
these (and other) questions. When all is said and done, it 
boils down to a question of risk versus return. Those 
investors who took on more risk by committing more to 
the market and lowering the quality of their investments, 
have been rewarded with greater returns so far this year. 
Of course, there is no guarantee that this will continue, or 
even that you are always assured greater returns when 
you take on more risk. But so far this year, that has been 
the case.  
 
That said, we readily acknowledge that we have been too 
cautious in our management of the Fund so far this year. 
In order to rectify this error of judgement and without 
throwing caution to the wind, we are slowly committing 
more cash to the market. We are, however, not prepared 
to compromise on the quality of the underlying 
investments. We know all too well that it is the quality of 
the investments that have secured for the Fund its returns 
over the longer term. This is true of past returns and we 
are sure it will remain true in respect of future returns 
over the long term. Without going into detail – the detail 
will be contained in the Market Commentary – we are 
now more positive on the prospects for emerging markets 
and so are happy to commit more cash to these markets 
notwithstanding the extent of the gains since mid-March. 
Our recent activity in the Fund, described above, has 
been guided by this belief. 
 

Chart 7: CAR – 3-year period to 30 September 2009 

 
 

The Fund’s compound annual returns (CAR) for the 3-
year period to 30 September 2009 are listed in Chart 7. 
The CAR of Central Park during this period was 2.0% 
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versus the benchmark return of 1.0% and the Lipper 
Global Mixed Asset sector average return of -1.6%. 
The return of the bond component was 8.7%, a bit more 
than 6.4% return of the Barclays Capital US Aggregate 
Bond index. The CAR of the alternative investment 
component was -5.4% versus the 3.5% rise in the Credit 
Suisse Tremont Hedge index. The CAR of the funds in 
which Central Park was invested for the full period and 
which are not in the process of winding down, are as 
follows: 
 

Bristol International Fund       -4.4% 
Odyssey Alternative Strategies Fund       1.3%  

 
The CAR of the equity portion of the core equity 
portfolio was -3.7% versus the -7.1% MSCI World index 
return. The SA equity component, represented by the 
Maestro Equity Fund, gained 8.9% in rand terms versus 
the 6.7% rand return of the JSE All Share index. The 
Maestro Equity Fund has contributed positively to the 
Fund’s total return over the period and vindicates the 
commitment to this region since inception.  
 

Chart 8: CAR – 5-year period to 30 September 2009 

 
 

The Fund’s compound annual returns (CAR) for the 5-
year period to 30 September 2009 are listed in Chart 8. 
The CAR of Central Park during this period was 2.1% 
versus the benchmark return of 4.2% and the Lipper 
Global Mixed Asset sector average return of 2.9%. The 
return of the bond component was 2.6%, below the 
5.0% return of the Barcap US Aggregate Bond index. 
The CAR of the alternative investment component was 
0.9% versus the 6.3% rise in the Credit Suisse Tremont 
Hedge index. The 5-year CAR of the funds in which 
Central Park was invested for the full period and which 
are not in the process of winding down, are as follows: 
 

Bristol International Fund        1.8% 
Odyssey Alternative Strategies Fund       4.9%  

 
 
The CAR of the equity portion of the core portfolio was 
8.3% versus the 4.8% increase in the MSCI World index. 

The SA equity component, represented by the Maestro 
Equity Fund, gained 11.4% in rand terms versus the 
19.5% rand return of the JSE All Share index. In the first 
two or so years Central Park’s rand exposure was not 
covered by any hedge, so the dollar returns were lower 
than those shown in the Chart. In addition the Maestro 
Equity Fund lagged the All share index in its first couple 
of years, due largely to lumpy initial inflows and market 
“whiplash.” However, this problem is now a thing of the 
past, as the earlier charts and subsequent returns show.   
 

6. Closing remarks  
I again refer you to the “Market Commentary – 
September 2009” document for a detailed view of how 
Maestro, the Fund’s Investment Adviser, expects the 
coming months to unfold on global investment markets. 
In short, Maestro remains wary of the powerful market 
rally that has been underway since mid-March. We are 
less negative about the prospects for emerging markets in 
general and the South African market in particular; this 
view is reflected in the Fund’s portfolio. The hedge over 
the core equity portfolio remains in place at the time of 
writing. Its retention has cost the Fund during the past 
quarter but we are of the humble opinion that there is 
more risk than most care to imagine in the markets at 
present; it would thus be unwise to unwind the hedge at 
this point in time.  
 
We will continue to adopt a cautious approach in our 
management of the Fund’s investments.  
 
Please feel free at any stage to contact either myself 
(andre@maestroinvestment.co.za) or Mark Heerden 
(mark@maestroinvesetment.co.za) about the Fund. We 
remain at your disposal at all times.   
 
 
 
Andre Joubert 
Maestro Investment Management 
Investment Advisor to Central Park Global Balanced 
Fund 
 
26 November 2009 
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